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The development of European unification has reached a critical stage. Despite 
75 years of peace, increases in welfare, and growth since World War 2, there is 
now a growing scepticism of the European agenda from various quarters, most 
notably embodied in the exit of the United Kingdom from the European Union. 
To fully understand the dynamics at work, this book presents an introduction to 
the development of the political economy of Europe from 1900 to 2020.

The first part of the book provides an overview of European economic and 
political history from 1900 to the present. It is clear from this history that Europe’s 
population, and most notably its leaders, have been deeply influenced by ideol-
ogy during this time. This sets the context for the second part of the book, which 
takes a closer look at some major paradigms framing European dynamics: (1) the 
market-oriented paradigm, (2) Marx’s paradigm, and (3) the fascist paradigm. In 
this part, the essential core of each of these paradigms is presented and critiqued. 
In the third part, the current bottlenecks of European evolution (the migration 
crisis, Brexit, rise of new Fascism, the climate crisis, the COVID-19 pandemic) 
are investigated in the light of a possible emergence of a new scientific paradigm. 
Europe’s role in the global division of labour – its possibility to serve as a role 
model for the advantages of democratically governing a highly diverse set of 
populations – is also explained.

This book is an ideal text for students undertaking courses on the political 
economy of Europe in either economics or politics departments.
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What is political economy

The concept of ‘political economy’ has been introduced as an object of scientific 
investigation in the aftermath of the revolution in the natural sciences, which 
in turn was spearheaded by Isaac Newton (1643–1726) and Gottfried Wilhelm 
Leibniz (1646–1716). The end of the Middle Ages marked a turning point for 
the understanding of the development of human knowledge. What happened in 
nature was not just following the plan of a superior being, of a god, that only 
could be interpreted by specially trained priests. No, there were ways to under-
stand the observed dynamics, to describe them with the help of adequate laws, 
to predict what these laws implied for the future, and – finally – to interfere 
with this knowledge to shape the future. In short, mankind took a large step to 
emancipate itself from being only an object of a God’s will, of blind fate. The 
success of Newton’s and Leibniz’s classical theory of physics was enormous1. With 
the help of repeated laboratory experiments, their laws could be perceived and 
checked by any human individual interested in them. This, of course, implied a 
heavy blow for all kinds of religious attitudes. But why should this success story 
of understanding the mechanics of non-living matter not be extended to the 
understanding of the dynamics of human societies?

In 1758, the French scientist François Quesnay (1694–1774) published his 
famous ‘Tableau économique’, a description of the dynamic working of a social 
production and reproduction system2. Quesnay can be considered as the found-
ing father of the French school of Physiocrats. This school held that all wealth in 
a society in the end derives from agriculture, so it has to be studied how what 
is harvested is distributed to the different classes that exist in a society. As a 
politically conservative member of the French nobility, Quesnay evidently was 
interested in a political regulatory form that could maintain the existing class 
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2 Introduction

structure. In his view, the annual physical surplus had to be channelled to the 
different classes by a corresponding despotic political regime, thus the name 
Physiocrats for this school of thought. Indeed, he combines the idea of a national 
economic production system (simple agricultural surplus production) with the 
idea of an appropriate political system (French feudalism), a theoretical concept, 
which can be called the earliest version of a modern theory of political economy.

Only a few decades later, in 1776, the British scientist Adam Smith (1723–1790) 
published his ground-breaking book ‘An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of 
the Wealth of Nations’. Like Quesnay, Adam Smith also took it as a given reality 
that a society, a nation, consists of a small set of different classes. But what inter-
ested him was not so much how a class structure can be conserved, as the title of 
his book suggests he was more interested in the causes of the differences of wealth 
between nations. The British Empire just had emerged as the most prosperous 
country in the world and Adam Smith provided a key scientific reason for that 
fact: division of labour. To fuel this motor of social wealth, Smith could direct his 
theoretical invention – division of labour – into two different directions. On the 
one side, a closer look at what happens at the factory level reveals that division 
of labour implies specialized, more productive workers leading to more output. 
On the other side, a strong political Empire dominating world trade can use the 
existing global division of resources and capabilities to acquire an increasing part 
of the worldwide surplus3. In a sense, Smith therefore had anticipated today’s split 
of economic theory into microeconomics and open economy macroeconomics. 
In that way, Adam Smith took the theory of political economy to new grounds. 
With respect to the internal economic policy of a capitalist state, he underlined 
the support of the introduction of advanced production technology. With respect 
to external relations, it was one of his followers, David Ricardo (1772–1823), 
who produced an important piece of trade theory meant to show that free trade 
between different countries can make both countries better off. His law of compar-
ative advantage holds that for certain assumptions, each country should specialize 
in the production of the commodity where it has a relative (not necessarily an 
absolute) cost advantage, then trade will lead to an output increase of both. This 
argument was also used by him against British import tariffs after the peace of 
1815. Adam Smith had based his analysis only on absolute cost advantage; now, 
Ricardo had extended it to relative cost advantage and thus had opened the door 
to allow for a theory seeing free trade being beneficial for less wealthy nations 
too. Both scientists clearly saw their theory as a contribution to actual economic 
policy debates of their time: The economic side cannot be disentangled from its 
political environment and vice versa; and both sides are not just abstract models, 
they are meant to be interfering arguments in ongoing politics put forward by 
the scientists themselves. The third important contributor to classical political 
economy in Britain was Ricardo’s friend Thomas Robert Malthus (1766–1834). 
In 1820, Malthus – like Ricardo in 1817 – had written a book with the same 
title ‘Principles of Political Economy’ as a rivalling publication. To state laws 
of social dynamics, e.g. Ricardo’s law of comparative advantage, was a prime 
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goal of classical political economy. Somewhat later, Auguste Comte (1798–1857) 
emphasized this attempt to discover laws in the dynamics of societies to mimic 
the successes of the natural sciences. He proposed a ‘physique sociale’, a theory 
of ‘social physics’ governed by laws4. Malthus’ most famous law concerned the 
growth of population stated in his book from 1798 ‘An Essay on the Principle of 
Population’. Contrary to the optimistic view of his father’s friend Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau, Malthus thought that there is a strict limit to population growth. The 
most interesting aspect of his theory is that he does not really specify the mecha-
nism by which this limit suddenly reduces population growth; it may be a general 
famine, it may be war, or it may be any other catastrophe. Malthus only purports 
that catastrophes of different kinds occur as a pulsating event in between periods 
of strong population growth. This qualitative statement till today inspires evolu-
tionary economists to fit different non-linear macroeconomic models including 
population dynamics to Malthusian ideas5. It also carries a political guideline – 
though a rather pessimistic one: Improvements of social welfare with the help 
of a state’s economic policy might lead to temporary population growth but this 
growth is always deemed to collapse by unforeseeable catastrophes of different 
kinds.

The three scholars – Smith, Ricardo, and Malthus – are the leading represent-
atives of classic British political economy. What unites them is their insistence 
that politics, i.e. the exertion of (state) power, and economics, i.e. the network of dif-
ferent kinds of market mechanisms connecting different and conscious economic agents, are 
tightly interwoven. Their object of investigation is political economy; they study 
it not only to understand it but also to influence it.

But progress in politics did not keep pace with progress in science; the bour-
geois revolution of 1848 failed. The feudal class still remained on top of the 
political process and its ideological pillar, the institutions of the religious clergy, 
still exerted considerable power6. Karl Marx (1818–1883) was in exile in London 
and used the British Library to study classic British political economy. For his 
standards, his respect for this school was surprisingly high. He praised them as 
scientists and made a sharp distinction between them and what he called ‘vulgar 
economists’. Nevertheless, as a pupil of the philosopher Hegel7, his method to 
achieve progress was negation, was critique – on theoretical as well as on practical 
levels. Therefore, the subtitle of Marx’s famous book ‘Das Kapital’ is ‘A Critique 
of Political Economy’ (Marx, 1957). Like the classical authors, Marx considers 
the class structure of a society as the key to understand its dynamics. For him, 
history of mankind is a history of class struggles. And like the classical authors, 
he considers his own role of a social scientist as being part of necessary political 
intervention. Up to this point, Marx is still representing classical political econ-
omy. But then Marx takes one more step, introduces an essential theoretical step 
that produces the negation, the ‘critique’ of political economy: He fixes a specific 
kind of disequilibriumas, the basic motor of social evolution – the ratio between the 
time spent for work to the time used as leisure time plus time incorporated in the 
goods and services it consumes; this ratio is systematically larger for the working 
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class than for the ruling class. In short, ruling classes are exploiting working 
classes. The political aspect of his theory of political economy thus is incorpo-
rated in the concept of a ruling class, a class which is able to maintain a temporary 
stability of class relations by exerting power – political science is the science 
of power relations in society. Power comes in two formats: (1) direct coercive 
power exerted by police, military forces, and the like, and (2) ideological power, 
which is exerted by the manipulation of the models in the minds of the members 
of the opposing class. By stating that the exploitation process not only exists but 
indeed is the major source of all social dynamics, Marx had to elaborate a labour 
theory of value, refining the groundwork done by his British contemporaries8. 
A further consequence of his setup was that his theory also had to explain why 
a stable exploitation regime at some point in time should break down. In good 
Hegelian manner, he concluded that the reason must be the apparent success of 
the self-amplifying forces of the regime, which would hide a plethora of newly 
emerging contradictions. The task of the progressive scholar Karl Marx there-
fore did consist of uncovering such contradictions. Once spelled out, they could 
be preached to the exploited classes to free them from the oppressive ideologies 
that the ruling classes were using to manipulate them – Marx as promoter of 
the classical enlightenment process. ‘You only have to play their one tune to the 
petrified social relations to blast them away’, he wrote. This also explains why 
Marx’s critique of political economy always remained a critique of the capital-
ism of his time and never set out to describe the details of a future communist 
utopia. He just wanted to spur the ongoing revolution by pointing at the most 
horrifying – and thus promising – contradictions that 19th century capitalism 
had produced. As it turned out, he was wrong in some relevant predictions:  
(i) the real wages of the working class in England were not further decreasing 
after 1850, since exploiters in the advanced capitalist country reacted to the threat 
of a proletarian upheaval. (ii) The number of relevant classes in class struggles was 
not reducing to only two opponents (capitalist versus working class) as he had 
predicted; the global class dynamics of the 20th century show a completely dif-
ferent structure. (iii) The strategy of enlightenment, of transferring true models 
to the minds of the exploited classes turned out to be inferior to the manipulation 
strategies of nationalist political entrepreneurs who could mobilize the masses 
with models that promised them to become a new exploiting class; that directed 
their anger against a new made-up enemy. It is thus not surprising that Marx’s 
theory of political economy only started to flourish broadly some ten years after 
his death, when the union movement took elements of them up as a theoretical 
underpinning of its actions.

The reaction of scholars supporting the upcoming bourgeois takeover of 
political state power – this break occurred finally in World War 1 – came much 
faster. In 1874, the school of Marginalism – Carl Menger, Leon Walras, and 
Stanley Jevons – produced a completely new approach to the field and called it a 
theory of economics. To leave out the political dimension, to drop the adjective 
of ‘political economy’, seemed to be opportune because the feudal class already 
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was starting to share governance, at least on the national level. The marginalist 
approach deleted the importance of classes as well as the interaction between 
theory construction and policy consulting. It narrowed the focus to allow for 
only two types of agents (the representative individual and the representative 
firm) and just one type of link (the competitive market). Copying theoretical 
physics, which seemed to construct all matter by starting with atoms, it was 
thought that a similar procedure could guarantee a super-scientific, ‘neutral’, i.e. 
non-political, picture of society. Till today, this approach has been followed up 
and refined under the name of microeconomic theory. It is understandable 
that the new ruling class after World War 1 embraced this new theory. Leon 
Walras had borrowed the mathematical apparatus of Newtonian physics and had 
shown how a network of markets could satisfy producers and consumers with-
out any intervention of a feudal ruler, only the proper working of competitive 
markets had to be secured. Of course, there were many necessary assumptions 
to arrive at this result, but Jevons had argued that at least the psychological traits 
assumed were plausible. The model not only looked nice but it also was clear that 
it was a destructive blow against classical British political economy and in par-
ticular against its latest critical representative, namely Karl Marx. After WW1, 
newly emerging socialist and communist political parties were just rediscovering 
Marx’s writings, so a purely ‘economic’ approach was only too welcome for the 
new rulers.

Then the Great Depression of 1928–1933 destroyed all hopes of a stable work-
ing of the simple free market system as it was described by marginalism. The 
shortcomings of some wrong assumptions and missing elements of the model 
became all too visible in real life. A British gentleman with a sense for practical 
solutions to save capitalism entered the stage of economic theory building: John 
Maynard Keynes (1883–1946). As a politically interested young man, he already 
had realized that a theory that excludes the role of the state might at first glance 
look particularly elegant, but as soon as applied problems of economic policy 
would have to be answered, it would have to fail dramatically. Therefore, he 
restored this important element of classical political economy – the state was 
allowed to be a conscious agent in his model. His second innovation concerned 
the scope of the model. Instead of looking at microeconomic units of individuals 
and firms, building larger elements out of these components, he proposed to 
start immediately at the national level and to look at the relationships between 
aggregates like total consumption and total investment of a country. One could 
measure these aggregates and discover their relationships empirically, and esti-
mate them with data of national statistical offices and econometric techniques. 
Keynes wrote only text, never produced any mathematical model, but his qual-
itative descriptions inspired his collaborators, like John Hicks, to construct such 
models to be used for economic policy making. Macroeconomic theory was born. 
Its equations not only were necessary accounting relationships between national 
aggregates; they also described average behaviour of households and firms in 
so-called behavioural equations. A major tenet in Walrasian models had been 
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to show that the system would allow for a stable and unique price vector that 
produces a match of demand and supply on all markets. In Keynesian macroeco-
nomic models, such an equilibrium condition can also be added; if this is done, 
then the immediate consequence is that the model can only describe equilibrium 
positions. But an equilibrium condition is not a necessary ingredient of such 
models. They could as well allow continuous change of some aggregate varia-
bles. A special type of this variety is a so-called macroeconomic growth model, 
a model in which output and employment growth converge to a (often stable) 
growth rate. But there is one type of limitation that Keynesian macroeconomic 
growth theory usually neglects: The parameters in the behavioural macroeco-
nomic equations are estimations of an average socio-psychological constant, 
which usually only stays constant in the short run. A long-run Keynesian growth 
model thus cannot provide an adequate picture of reality.

So, while Keynes brought back some important aspects of political economy 
to economic theory, he failed to include the dynamic aspect on the side of social 
behaviour. These political reactions occur mainly as changes in expectations, 
expectations that are part of the internal (e.g. mental) models that guide the 
actions of agents. Contemporary economic theory has been trying to incorpo-
rate expectation formation in microeconomic as well as macroeconomic theory 
rather extensively – but so far, no satisfactory standard model has emerged. Or 
more precisely: Neither the endogenous emergence and disappearance of insti-
tutions nor the evidently important role of ideologies that influence households, 
firms, or governments has been adequately taken into the model. It is exactly 
this point that is core of modern political economy; this book shall provide some 
groundwork in this direction.

Consider the following schematic representation.
In Graphic 0.1, the basic ingredients of the framework of Leon Walras as it still is 

further developed by contemporary microeconomics are shown. The agents are 
households9 (HH) and production units10 (PU). Households are providing labour 
time to production units and receive commodities and services from them. This 
is why there are sometimes – but not always – intersections between them. 
Additionally, there is an assumption how the exchanges at the intersections are 
organized. The assumption is that exchanges follow a certain market mechanism –  
this is displayed as the box ‘Mkts’. The market mechanism that is assumed, of 
course, has to correspond to the capabilities of the involved market participants, 

PU

Mkts

From Marginalism to Microeconomics

HH

PU HH

PU HH

GRAPHIC 0.1 Emergence of theoretical economics
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i.e. these agents must follow a goal that induced them to participate in the process 
and they must have instruments to do so. The model therefore has to provide 
a description of agents that links their goals to their instruments, which then 
must fit into the market mechanism that coordinates how the set of interfering 
instruments leads to a feasible exchange, or no exchange. In the simplest case, 
households try to maximize utility and production units try to maximize profits, 
and the market mechanism is the perfectly competitive market prevailing for all 
exchanges. Moreover, in this simplest case, all agents know everything (includ-
ing that they know that others do so) and the instruments are only quantities 
(of labour time, commodities, and services) and their corresponding prices. For 
this simplest setting, surprising results could be derived. An example for the 
most striking result will be shown in detail in the chapter on the ideology of the  
market-oriented paradigm.

Keynes re-introduced some elements of political economy as a response to 
the Great Depression. As a pupil of Alfred Marshall, an influential promoter of 
Walras’ model in England, he mostly kept the central setup of the microeconomic 
perspective. But he added some important properties to the view on agents. 
These changes concerned the way in which expectations are formed. Households 
do not have complete knowledge; therefore, they often replace rational  
decision-making by repetition of yesterday’s decision. Production units do not 
have complete knowledge either; in particular, their investment decision depends 
on a very general, often rather uninformed feeling about future developments. 
But Keynes turns towards more probabilistic statements11 concerning microeco-
nomic entities had to give up careful modelling at this level. This was why he 
rather started to talk about aggregates that emerge from these micro-decisions 
on the national level. For these aggregates, Keynes introduced an accounting 
framework that could provide some additional insight. His ‘national accounts’ 
are still used a lot today. For example, the difference between total output and 
total demand could only show up as a change of the stock of inventory or of the 
stock of debt – either within a country or on an international level. As a conse-
quence, the disequilibria, which constitute a crisis, can eventually be overcome 
by the actions of a new agent acting at the aggregate level: The state can help to 
save the capitalist system. The state can, in case of crisis he even has to interfere, 
has to enter as a new market participant.

With this new agent not only interventions in crisis situations could be 
described but also the whole picture of the necessary political environment of 
market processes, of households and production units came into sight again. 
Graphic 0.2 shows this basic extension of microeconomics that macroeconomics 
introduced. All actions and agents are within a circle of political context and 
there are specialized social institutions (SI), which regulate certain fields – includ-
ing the behaviour of some production units and households. Social institutions 
shape the behaviour of the other agents; this is summarized by the red arrow in 
Graphic 0.2. But they are also modified and changed by these other agents; this 
is symbolized by the grey arrow. What really happens in the shaping of social 
institutions, e.g. a government with its network of specialized ministries, how 
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they are modified by the ‘will of the people’ and the influence of production 
units, this is a very complicated, partly country-specific procedure. In the mod-
ern democracies after WW1, the existence of classes in society was reflected 
in the emergence of a handful of political parties, which claimed to aggregate 
the average intensions of the class they represented. In particular, in Western 
European nation states, this type of representative democracy after World War 2  
led to what has been called ‘integrated capitalism’12, to the European Social 
Model. Despite some disturbances, some small deviations from equilibrium13, a 
nation state can provide a temporary stable political regime as long as the state 
administration sets the right checks and balances – at least this is the upshot of 
Keynesian macroeconomics.

But while macroeconomics allows for flair of political economy, it does not 
capture the full weight of the importance of the economics-politics interaction 
which appears if a relatively stable temporary regime – like 19th century’s feu-
dalism or integrated capitalism – breaks down. The domain of macroeconomics 
is the short run of a politically stable regime, for more revolutionary breaks its 
framework is inadequate.

To get an insight into these long-run dynamics of human society, evolution-
ary political economy is needed14. Consider Graphic 0.3.

As this graphic shows, the history of political economy plays a very important 
role even for short-term dynamics. The past mid-term layers shown are partly 
mirrored in the internal models of contemporary decision-makers. The interac-
tion between memory and concurrent experiences does not distinguish between 
economics and politics, neither in households, nor in production units, nor in the 
different decision bodies that are collected under the label of social institutions. 
An important pillar of evolutionary political economy therefore is an extensive 
study of the history of political economy, of how societies – including their 
institutional setup as well as their dominant ideologies – moved through time. 
The short synopsis presented in the previous pages was trying to sketch exactly 
this pillar. Indeed, the whole book shall contribute to such a perspective of still 
classical political economy.

PU

Mkts

From Keynes to Macroeconomics

HH

PU HH

PU

PU SI

HH

GRAPHIC 0.2 Some basic elements of macroeconomics
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Of course, there are other approaches to political economy too. One has 
been labelled ‘Public Choice Theory’ and consisted mainly of the attempt to 
understand the actions of politicians just as another example economic utility 
maximization15. A famous example then is that the politician is trying to max-
imize votes in a forthcoming election by lowering taxes. Once she is elected, 
she will raise taxes again because she expects voters to forget about that until 
the next Election Day. Her behaviour thus is equivalent to utility maximiza-
tion (even profit maximization) under certain constraints (rates of forgetting, 
length of legislature period, etc.). In this sense, politicians and their behaviour 
are just ordinary examples of standard microeconomic theory. There is no need 
for a separate theory of power relations, i.e. political theory, since ‘Public Choice 
Theory’ as just another application field of microeconomics is sufficient16.

Nevertheless, several results built on the foundations of public choice theory 
provided by Kenneth Arrow in his famous book ‘Social Choice and Individual 
Values’ (Arrow, 1951) did contribute a lot to the understanding of democratic 
mechanisms and the possibility to design political systems. In the last two decades, 
the amount of scientific papers on this topic exploded, some of it is a veritable 
treasure for future political system design. Other work at least provides interest-
ing contributions to relevant debates on urgent questions of political economy, 
e.g. Acemoglu and Robinson (2019).

Diachronic and synchronic approaches –  
and their formalization

Take a look at a tree. If you want to know how the tree that you see came into 
existence, how it was emerging, then you could try to find some old photographs 
showing the tree several years ago. Or, you could talk to people who had seen the 

The Long-run Dimension of Political Economy

PU

Mkts

HH

PU HH

PU

SI

HH

History

GRAPHIC 0.3 Basic setup of political economy
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tree years ago. In that way, it is to some degree possible to reconstruct the devel-
opment of the tree since its beginning. For any object of investigation, such a 
history of its development will carry the marks of the sources of information that 
were used to construct this history. Photographs of the tree will give information 
on its size, but not on the form of its roots or its internal micro-biological status. 
Interviews with people who knew the tree since decades will eventually provide 
some additional information, e.g. a sudden loss of leaves in a certain year much 
earlier than usual. The historian can then synthesize the different contributions 
to construct the most precise view on the development of the tree that is cur-
rently possible17. This approach is called the diachronic approach. It works out the 
development along the time axis, from beginning to the present.

Take a second look at the tree. Instead of collecting historical observations, one 
could simply cut the tree and look at the rings on the trunk, the present traces of 
bygone years in the life of the tree. This procedure assumes that the traces of the 
past found in a close study of the present, of the contemporary structure, are able 
to find the essential features of the past. The life process itself is filtering what can 
count as being essential, as worth being preserved, and what is lost because it was 
redundant. The focus on the present structure, the presence being vertical to the 
time line considered with the diachronic approach, therefore implicitly provides 
the results of a Darwinian selection process18. All surviving knowledge is encap-
sulated in the currently observed synchronous interactions. This approach thus is 
called the synchronous approach.

Both approaches have their deficiencies, which force good scientists to use 
them both in an alternating, interwoven process; like two gripper arms that are 
needed to grasp the object of investigation. As already mentioned, the diachronic 
approach in evolutionary political economy provides an evolutionary interpre-
tation of economic history. This interpretation first looks like other narratives 
of history. The difference is that it selects events as causal responses to previously 
emerging contradictory circumstances. It is not only an innocent story about 
what has happened; it rather injects some direction of progress into the grey 
mass of events. It does so by necessarily picking a specific set of events; this arbi-
trariness is the deficiency of the diachronic approach. Part 1 of this book is the 
attempt to carry out a diachronic approach for the history of Europe from 1900 
to the present.

The deficiency of the diachronic approach is that it tends to overemphasize 
the current state of affairs. Often, the current state of affairs is seen as the final 
result of a long evolutionary process that now has reached its optimal endpoint: 
There has been a history, but now it has ended. This, of course, is the favoured 
viewpoint of the currently most powerful classes and agents in practical and 
theoretical affairs. It helps them to cement their dominance. The theory of evo-
lutionary political economy would warn them and call for some modesty and 
cautiousness. Contradictions do not disappear; if they can be dissolved in one 
place, others appear in a different place. If an unsuccessful dead-end street is 
followed too long, then a radical revolution will have to follow to get back on 
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track. To be too fascinated about the prevailing worldview is dangerous if this 
view is not shared anymore by an increasing part of others, simply because it 
does not explain what they see, what happens19. What follows then is increasing 
alienation, the hotbed of a possible revolutionary change – in theory as well as 
in practice.

We need models to interpret what is going on in the world. And each model 
has to be much simpler than what happens in real life. In other words, it has 
to extract the essentials only. In political economy, the members of each class 
more or less share the same model; it is the core of their class consciousness. 
With a dominant ruling class, its model is the generally ruling model, the cul-
tural consensus. From 1900 till today, three different dominating model types, 
three ideologies, were particularly forceful: Marx’s paradigm, Fascism, and the 
market-oriented paradigm. A fourth paradigm, an updated evolutionary par-
adigm, is currently emerging. Each of the first three paradigms fell into the 
trap to consider itself as a final design for political economy. In that sense, they 
therefore overemphasized the synchronic approach and neglected the richness of 
diachronic historical views. They were examples of the major deficiency of the 
synchronic approach. Part 2 of this book will discuss this in more detail.

But today, in this respect, a bit of diachronic approach can help, and can show 
that there are different interpretations of history, which will lead to different sce-
narios for the future. On the other hand, the scrutiny and rigorousness that the 
synchronous approach needs to crystallize its essentials is helpful to get rid of too 
ambiguous and too vague interpretative narratives of the diachronic approach. 
In short, it is the repeated oscillation between both approaches, which is most 
promising.

All theory uses models; there is no escape from the use of a language, which 
attempts to peel off the redundant elements of perception to see clearer what 
the core of a phenomenon is. What differs is the language used by the model- 
builder. To produce a diachronic narrative telling a story about the reasons for 
the wealth of England was model-building done by Adam Smith. The language 
was everyday language, perhaps a bit more precise and with some newly intro-
duced concepts. Such models of historically observed processes structure history 
and emphasize certain aspects, e.g. technical innovation, while pushing others 
into the background, e.g. slave trade. In a diachronic view, there always can be 
different competing stories of scientists about the same historical process. In the 
end, it is the success of a story in its practical application that decides which model 
is more adequate and which one is describing a dream world only. When the 
natural sciences moved from the use of everyday language to the use advanced 
mathematics, to the use of calculus by Newton and Leibniz, it was exactly this 
change of language which catalysed their enormous success. The scientific practice 
of the laboratory experiment was the necessary corresponding complement to 
the abstract formulations of calculus. The experiment not only decided, which 
theory made better predictions, it also stimulated how to expand the formal  
language. In the early 19th century, this two-fold new scientific practice – abstract 
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model-building plus laboratory experiment – had become the general role model 
for science20.

There was no laboratory experiment in political economy. When the school 
of Marginalism (Menger, Walras, Jevons) copied the formal apparatus of the 
natural sciences, their theory could not be tested. When Marx had chosen pro-
letariat as the most progressive class in the ongoing class struggle a few decades 
ago, the test of the 1948 bourgeois revolution had only shown some mixed 
results21. Scientific experiments have to be controlled, i.e. they must allow for 
the exclusion of unwanted external influences, and repeatable22. It is this missing 
partner procedure of scientific experiment that gives theories of political econ-
omy always a flair of arbitrariness, of being linked to the class consciousness of 
the model-builder. Marx circumvented this problem by making it part of his 
theory: The correct theory will by itself emerge in the progressive class, though 
with a delay. It needs catalysts like him – who was not a proletarian, but a late 
representative of enlightenment – to speed up this process. The proposed theory 
in political economy therefore is just an organized system of ideas, an ideology, 
that is put to a test in ongoing class struggles. The Marginalists followed a similar 
path. They wanted to show that the social structure of a country can reproduce 
without the political interference of the feudal state. To do so, they eliminated the 
state in their theory. This enabled them to remain with their theory on a purely 
theoretical level, a result very welcome for the feudal class, actually mirrored by 
the forms of government (enlightened constitutional monarchy) in the last dec-
ades before WW1. Not to revolt, to stay quiet and to cooperate with the nobility 
was the actual advice that a theory without application could provide. Moreover, 
the extensive use of the prestigious tool of calculus made the implicit critique 
of the prevailing feudal state of affairs invisible for the layman. The strongest 
impact of Marginalism, of course, was the destruction of the concept of a social 
class. As bourgeois ideology, labelled ‘market-oriented paradigm’ in part 2 of the 
book, the triumph of Marginalism had to wait until the 20th century. In the late 
19th century, it was just a counter-ideology to Marx’s paradigm, a tranquilizer 
after the shake-up of 1848 welcomed by the strengthening bourgeois class and 
accepted by the feudal class. The latter had to step back with their ideological 
strong-hold, the church, in matters of education and moral anyway. Calculus-
based Marginalism therefore looked modern. Not surprisingly, the theoretical 
fight between Marginalists and the then dominant Historical School of Gustav 
Schmoller (1838–1917) in German-speaking countries was also a fight between 
Schmoller’s diachronic approach and the very specific synchronic approach of the 
Marginalist School.

Despite the victory of the Marginalist School and the worldwide adaption of 
their methods, still many economists like Keynes and Schumpeter did produce 
their models as diachronic stories. They never used the language of mathematics. 
Both were not against analytical methods – Schumpeter even took lessons from 
his assistant, later Nobel-price-winner Richard Goodwin to learn advanced 
mathematical skills – but they preferred to express their models with the help of 
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everyday language. But from the end of WW2 onwards, these were exceptions 
and mathematical models were the lingua franca of economic theory. The curse 
of these models remained their methodological individualism, the elimination of 
the class concept, which only was alleviated by Keynes’ surrogates of aggregate 
behaviours in a macroeconomic setting.

Nevertheless, the virtues of a small and clear-cut mathematical model should 
never be underestimated. Due to their limited information processing capacity, 
human minds are often forced to use short-cuts to take decisions in time. A small 
model is such a short-cut. The drawback is that a small model also can be terri-
bly misleading. Without a set of sound laboratory experiments, small models of 
political economy condensed as ideologies gain a certain reputation mainly by 
being repeated in the speech bubbles of a community, often initiated and ampli-
fied by mass media. Evidently, small models of this kind are not mathematical 
models; they consist of a handful of cause-and-effect chains in ordinary lan-
guage23. In many cases, a translation into a proper mathematical model can show, 
where parts of such a conglomerate of issues are contradicting each other. But 
such a proof would not be an important limit for the force of a certain ideology 
because it again would only reach those who would be able to understand and 
to appreciate such a proof. It is therefore an important task of a theory of polit-
ical economy to study the most forceful ideologies. In the 20th century, these 
were the above-mentioned three ideologies, which will be described in part 2. 
Since each of them consists of several smaller models, it only will be possible 
to look at some special elements for each. And this look then will use a smaller 
analytical model to provide a more concise understanding of the concerned issue. 
To show the limited validity of each ideology, there will be a critique of the 
presented ideology immediately after its presentation. In this way, the force of 
ideologies as well as their grain of truth surrounded by its limitations shall be  
made visible.

Section 2.4 then also explores the currently happening emergence of a new 
paradigm with the help of some analytical models. Since the new paradigm will 
certainly also use a new type of formalization – computer simulation models – a 
brief look at simulation models of political economy will be provided too.

Model-building will always search for new formalization techniques. With 
actual global political economy processes becoming more complicated every 
week, the methods of model-building are forced to keep pace. Modern infor-
mation technologies are enabling us not only to collect an unsurmountable mass 
of data, they also help us to squeeze out more sophisticated models mimick-
ing the production process that had produced this data. But this does not mean 
that diachronic approaches or calculus-based models are losing their importance. 
Data only do not produce a model, there have to be hypotheses on what are the 
essential variables or what kind of relationship between them should be assumed. 
With data, one then can falsify the most stupid kinds of hypothesis – and this 
already often helps. But in the long run, it is always practice that shows the cor-
rect way.
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